
HorseSense Learning Levels

RAINBOW LEVEL

OBJECTIVE: Students will develop a strong, secure safety seat, measured by their ability to 
resist a simulated pull on the reins. 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  STUFFED TOY SHARK(S), OR SIMILAR THEMED 

         DECORATION
  OPTIONAL PRIZES

PREP Ensure arena has several clear straightaways where riders can walk a straight line (preferably centerline 
or quarterlines). Set toy sharks (and/or other fi shy decoration) in a prominent place, such as on a 
nearby barrel or jump standard.

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“You have already learned that it is very important to keep your heels down while riding. What 
happens if our toes point down in a diving position? Do you think diving off  a horse is a good 
idea? Let’s see how well you can keep your heels down while we practice our warm-up stretches!”

10
MIN

5
MIN

  A safety seat must be STRONG, not slouched! How can we make our bodies STRONG?
  Do you think it’s a good idea to pull back when your horse pulls on the reins? Why not? 

5
MIN

 z Review: mount up and ride warm-up exercises at the walk, to include poll and croup 
touches, toe touches, and stirrup stand. 

Emphasize: Each rider’s lower leg should stay “Superglued” to the girth, with toes up 
and heels down enough to wrinkle their boots - both legs, through every moment of the 
stretch! 

 z Discuss: Sometimes even the gentlest horse can surprise us. ASK: What does a horse 
do if it gets frightened? What can happen to us when a horse spooks, bucks, or runs 
out of control? Horses can also trip, just like people, and put their heads down to eat 
grass! Luckily, there is a special position you can use in an emergency to keep you safe. 

 z PRACTICE: Help all riders achieve a safety seat by bringing shoulders back, hips forward, 
heels down and pushing strongly into stirrups. Transition back and forth between 
balanced seat and safety seat several times at the halt and walk. Protect horse’s mouths 
by keeping reins long and emphasizing low hands (with one on the pommel if needed).

 z Discuss: “Imagine you are in a fi shing boat. Instead of a little fi sh, you hook a great big 
shark! What happens if you are in diving position? You fall in the water with the shark!”

 z PRACTICE: Divide riders into relay teams and send them on a “fi shing trip,” steering 
semi-independently from one side of the arena to the other. At any moment, their 
Ground Buddy may tug gently (little fi sh) or sharply (shark attack!) on the reins. 
Riders must be ready with their safety seat or they will fall out of the boat! Anyone who 
collapses forward or loses their position “falls in the water” and must return to the start.

SHARK ATTACK

SAMPLE #1
BASIC SKILLS

5
MIN

5
MIN
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FUN AND GAMES
 z Look for fi sh-related stickers at your local craft store (the more colorful, the better!) and award a sticker for each 

successful trip across the arena without falling victim to a shark attack. Stickers can be worn on the rider’s shirt or 
jacket - just watch out for strong adhesive on a hot day. Three fi sh are needed to earn a dip into the prize box, or 
if you are teaching a competitive group, the fi rst rider to catch three fi sh is the winner. 

 z For an additional challenge, you can create an actual “fi shing line” by attaching a small magnet to the bat of a 
crop, either by sticking it directly on the bat or by tying it using a length of string. Attach additional magnets to the 
noses of fi sh cut out of cardboard or foam. If students survive the sharks and reach the end of the arena, they can 
use their line to retrieve a fi sh from a bucket set on an overturned trash can - just enough of a reach to enforce the 
need to keep weight in the heels! Fish can be “taken to market” or, for a more sympathetic crowd, passed off  to a 
teammate who releases the fi sh back into the “ocean.” Make sure to desensitize ponies thoroughly to fi sh and/or 
lines!

FINAL NOTES

GROUND BUDDIES
Ground Buddies assist with girth checks and mounting; walk at the 
horse’s head to maintain straightness and spacing during the warm-
up exercises; and provide the tug tests during the “fi shing trip.” They 
should allow students to guide the horse and transition between walk 
and halt as much as possible. They should monitor the security of the 
student’s position - especially before and after a “shark attack!” - and 
physically help the student make corrections as needed. 
   As Rainbow Level students look up to all their instructors, they may 
enjoy hearing stories about how Ground Buddies have used and 
appreciated their safety seats in a scary situation. Make sure to keep the 
tone light, especially with timid children! 

 z While a correctly administered Tug Test should have no negative aff ect on the horse, check all school horses for 
tolerance - some may get nippy or balky due to the placement of their handler’s hands and body.

 z Small children are no match for a frightened, runaway horse. Keeping Ground Buddies close will minimize the risk 
of an accident, but otherwise, the best thing you can do is give Rainbow students a strong safety seat. Teach it 
thoroughly before introducing a one-rein stop or pulley rein, and practice it frequently to develop muscle memory. 
Show students how to hold the pommel without dropping reins, and emphasize that the safety seat is also silent. 
Frightened riders must close their mouth and throw away the key to prevent screaming! 

SAMPLE #1
SHARK ATTACK

“Shark attacks” are the same as the Tug Test 
used in Red Level. Grasp the reins 6” to 12” from 

the horse’s bit so the horse feels no pressure. 

On a rainy day... you can teach this skill using a single shared pony and a quiet aisle, or 
unmounted. A sturdy saddle rack that students can sit on is ideal, but you can also ask 
students to squat, as the principles of a safety seat are the same on the ground as they are in 
the saddle. Combine with a lesson on horse behavior and body language, teaching the signs of 
tension that indicate a spook might be coming. 
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OBJECTIVE: Students will gain practice riding walk/halt transitions by playing a 
variation on the classic party game “Statues.” 

EQUIPMENT NEEDED:
  CONES TO MARK START/FINISH LINE   OPTIONAL PRIZES

PREP Ensure arena is set with a clear area several horse lengths wide, preferably down the middle. Set cones 
at either end to mark a start and fi nish line. 

INTRO

REVIEW

LESSON
AND
EXERCISES

“When riding horses, we do a lot of transitions between one gait and another. Have you ever heard 
the word “transition” before? It is a big word that means CHANGE - such as when we change from a 
halt to a walk. Can you think of another gait we can ride after a transition?”

10
MIN

5
MIN

  Great job being sneaky! How long does it usually take for you to get your horse walking? 
To halt? Do you think it is harder or easier to practice transitions next to the other horses?

5
MIN

 z Review: mount up and ask students to independently cue horses to walk on (with little to 
no assistance from Ground Buddies). ASK: What signals do we use to ask the horse to 
walk? What can you do if your horse decides he would rather stand and sleep?

 z Review: Practice transitions between the walk and the halt with a round of Red Light, 
Green Light. If riders have previous experience with the trot, fi nish by guiding horses into 
the “fast lane” and trotting one short straightaway.

Emphasize: It is the rider’s job to communicate each transition to the horse, not the 
Ground Buddy’s! Leadliners should assist only if they sense the horse is zoned out to the 
point where students would have to kick or tug to achieve the change of gait. 

 z Discuss: In order to ride good transitions between the gaits, we have to let our horses 
know the change in speed is coming. But they don’t speak English! ASK: How can you 
tell your horse to get ready to slow down or to speed up? 

 z PRACTICE: Line students up at the start line. Explain the rules of Stealth: The instructor 
is the Watchful Eye and will be standing on the other side of the fi nish line. When the 
Eye turns his/her back, riders may walk their horses forward - but if the Eye turns to face 
them, they must freeze, or they will be sent back to the start! The winner is the fi rst rider 
to reach the fi nish line. 

 z Emphasize: Students should keep their eyes up and watch carefully for signs that the 
Eye is about to turn around - signs that will give them a few seconds to communicate 
the transition to their horse. You may wish to raise your hand or turn in slow motion to 
indicate the need to halt. 

STEALTH

SAMPLE #2
FLATWORK SKILLS

5
MIN

5
MIN
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SAMPLE #2
STEALTH

FUN AND GAMES

 z As Stealth is simply a more challenging variation on Red Light, Green Light, the two games can be played in 
tandem in the same lesson, or you can teach them separately. Make the game as competitive or non-competitive 
as you like; you may wish to award prizes or bragging rights to all students who reach the fi nish line, regardless of 
their order of fi nish or number of times they’ve been sent back to the start. 

 z If children are allowed to have treats after the ride, you can play the game in the guise of the 
suspicious Cookie Monster. (Bonus points if you have a puppet or wear a costume, especially 
if teaching the lesson to very young children!). All riders must reach the fi nish line to win the 
cookies, but Cookie Monster is watching them closely and doesn’t want to see anyone coming 
after them. Check with parents ahead of time to make sure that students are allowed to 
have cookies, especially if they are sensitive to sugar or have food allergies!

FINAL NOTES

GROUND BUDDIES

Ground Buddies assist with girth checks and mounting; walk at the horse’s head to maintain straightness and 
spacing during the warm-up exercises; and monitor student’s position and use of the aids throughout the game. 
They may need to help students adjust rein length, or correct the placement of the stirrups, especially for children who 
have a diffi  cult time multitasking and open fi ngers or lose depth in the heel when asking the horse to move forward. 
Ground Buddies may not initiate transitions to walk or halt, but can help keep the horse still. 
   Whenever playing competitive games, remind all your volunteers that their job is to assist the student, but not 
to make them win! Ground Buddies often want to see their child do well and may encourage ponies to walk with 
more energy, or inadvertently communicate the transitions with their own body language. While small children may 
well need help putting their horses in motion, they should be always be allowed a solo attempt fi rst, or they will learn 
to sit passively and allow their Ground Buddy (and sometimes the horse!) decide where to go. 

 z Stealth is a game designed to TEST the student’s ability to ride transitions between the walk and the halt, not 
TEACH it. If you have not yet covered this skill thoroughly, in previous lessons, make sure to devote the fi rst part 
of the ride covering the process of riding both transitions and kind, eff ective use of the aids. 

 z Know your audience and set the diffi  culty of the game accordingly. Some children are easily upset or 
demoralized by having to repeatedly go back to the start, particularly if their pony is not “easy.” Be lenient when 
you think you need to, and use friendly warnings or the three-strike system for groups with repeat off enders.

To use a crop or not to use a crop? Artifi cial aids should be used cautiously with younger 
children. On one hand, they provide invaluable support to small legs, and help teach young 
riders a fair, progressive application of pressure. This can also prevent Rising Riders from 
developing a pervasive kicking habit. On the other hand, crops can be dangerous in the wrong 
hands, and you don’t want your Rising Riders reliant on “hitting” the pony to make him go. If 
used, emphasize that crops and whips are a training tool, and that they come with special rules. 
Anyone caught breaking these rules must turn in their magic go-wand! 


